
IVEGA PAPER PATTERN

IVEGA Test

There will be 4 rnds,----written,gd,interview-tech,hr-rnd.
The written test----will be of 30 min. n 40 qns.. all r multiple choice qns. includes eng,apt-maths,gk
gk-such as wht'z the diff bn GMT & IST..ans is +5.5 hrs..
apt-from RSAgarwal--train,time,distance,work,geometric-area,volume...
eng-from GRE syn,ant,fill in blnk..........
GD -----will be of 15-20 min abt a topic...
introduce urself and discuss abt topic....
some topics r: Love marriages vs arranged.,Indian culture is westrenizing.,
TV programs r women oriented, women equal to men,
Politician-do they need min. educational qualification..............
that's all abt 2 rnds,
Then tech intr...
Lastly HR rnd..........
After clearing all rnds u r IN.......as IVEGA emp........

Ivega was started in 1997, now the employee strength is 127, it is located in globle village , behind R V College of Engineering. it 
is a very small company.work is good i suppose. this recruitment is due to its merger with a france based company. i dont think 
that pay will be very good. regarding platforms they r presently working on .NET , ASP, JNI, JAVA.  
The test is of 30 min... 
it contains 

1.english Verbal GRE synonyms antonyms

2.aptitude Aggarwal book

3. General knowledge

4.anlatical reasoning 

Total 50 Q

Ivega conducts an aptitude test.....in which there are 50 ques to answer in 30 minutes.i think it would be best to go thru aptitude 
books like r.s. aggarwal.moreover, there are 5 rounds to get thru....viz. aptitude test, G.D., hr interview, technical test, C.O.O.'s 
interview. anyway, all the best.... 
about the test.....

It was mix of all, like there were some aptitude questions, reasoning, English grammer but surprisingly no analytical questions...for 
the pattern given to me.there were some general awareness questions like when does Olympics started??

a man is given 8 $ per hour and he works for 8hr per day, for working xtra hr he gets 1.5 times more than wht he usually gets. if 
he gets 80$ for one particular day, then how many did he work??

test duration : 30 minutes
no of questions : 50.

Topic for GD : should western dress code be cumpulsory for IT jobs.   
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